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WAIVER OF LIABILITY

What you are about to undertake is a fitness program. Injuries may occur in any exercise program, as with this 
specific program written by Andy Potts and Andy Potts Racing, LLC. By using this program, you are waiving any 
liability to Andy Potts or Andy Potts Racing, LLC. Although this is a recommended program that has worked for 
many others, it may not be right for you. It is recommended that you consult a physician before undertaking any 
new fitness regimen.

© ANDY POTTS RACING, LLC.

All rights reserved. No part of t is work may be reproduced or used in any form or by any means without written per- mission from 
the author. Any unauthorized transmission electronic or printed is prohibited.

Please note: Ironman® is a registered trademark of the World Triathlon Corporation. Any non-race specific references to the 
word “Ironman” or “iron distance” in this document simply refer to a triathlon that is the standard length established by the original 
Ironman race in Hawaii (2.4-mile swim, 112-mile bike and 26.2-mile run).

ANDY POTTS RACING, LLC
Website: www.andypottsracing.com
e-mail: andy@andypottsracing.com



MISSION
Learn more. Be better. Enjoy life.
Ever since I started the sport of triathlon people have been helping me. It started with my parent’s friends 
lending a hand with gear. Then it extended into peers imparting valuable advice and grew into coaches sharing 
their expertise. Although I’ve been the one swimming the laps, turning over the pedals, and running the miles, 
I’ve had a team behind me that has helped me every step of the way. I want to bring my team to you. 

The opportunity to leave the sport better than I found it is the predominate theme behind AP Racing. Whether 
that is getting someone to do their very first triathlon or helping someone get on the top step of the podium; I 
believe there is a place for all athletes at AP Racing.  

I’ve learned, sometimes the hard way, that there are ups and downs while following your passions. I’ve made a 
lot of mistakes and I know I’ll make more. However, sharing has never been one of them. I want to share what 
I’ve learned to help you become your best. With this community we will become stronger and experience more 
together in our passionate pursuit of reaching our ever changing potential.

The key to improvement is that consistent hard work yields results. We will teach you a smart approach to hard 
work, you need to bring the consistency! First off is the mentality that you can’t control everything. But two 
things that you are always in control of are your attitude and your effort. A positive attitude and giving my best 
effort every day has been the overwhelming factor in my success.

It is one thing to do it and another to do it right. Let’s do it right, together. Let AP Racing be your resource to 
becoming the best athlete you can be. 

LIVE YOUR DREAMS!
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A LITTLE HISTORY
They say it is good to know where you came from to know where you are going. Well, 
this is the story about how Andy and his Coach, Mike Doane, developed the training 
and coaching philosophy you will use today. 

Humble Beginnings: AP Racing
Legend has it that in 2002 Andy Potts pulled himself off the couch and entered a triathlon with little, if any, 
training. Eighteen months later he made the 2004 USA Olympic Team and was on his way to Athens. Andy’s 
rapid ascent in the sport of triathlon actually started eighteen years earlier in the pool as he was establishing 
a world class aerobic base, work ethic and toughness in his training that is still evident today. By the time he 
retired from swimming in 1999 he had been on the USA National Team, won a national championship, was a 
six time All-American at the University of Michigan and narrowly missed our 1996 Olympic swimming team. The 
next three years Andy put his Michigan education to work but began to feel the urge to train and compete again. 

Needing a challenge, he entered a triathlon without 
any training other than casual run/jog. Andy, 
once a great swimmer, with only one semester 
of competing for the University of Michigan track 
team, didn’t even own a bike, entered a local race 
placing 28th with other amateurs. With that result 
he somehow convinced himself that he could 
be a world-class triathlete. He was the only one 
convinced but he knew something that no one else 
knew. He was going to resurrect his trademark 
mindset, which was an unbelievable work ethic 
and belief in his potential. An everyday belief in 
the notion that today he would be better than the 
day before. I know this about Andy, as I have been 
witness to this everyday since 2002! 

In October, 2002 Andy was invited by USA Triathlon to the Olympic Training Center in Colorado Springs to be 
evaluated by the resident coaching staff after asking for a ‘tryout’. That ‘evaluation’ evidently went well as he 
was put on the fast track and began learning the nuances of the sport from the USA Triathlon resident coaching 
staff. I(Mike Doane) met Andy on the pool deck at the beginning of his ‘tryout’ and became his swimming 
coach. Over the weeks and months that followed we developed a coach/athlete rapport as Andy and I evolved 
in the sport. My job as his swimming coach was pretty simple. Get one of the USA’s top distance swimmers 
of his generation back into shape. Mission accomplished; within a year he was the dominant Olympic distance 
swimmer in the sport but he still had much to learn about triathlon and had fitness to be gained. During this 
period, we spent a lot of time talking about training triathlon and how to put the pieces of the puzzle together. 
A novice triathlete and a swimming coach hatching a plan that a few months later would become the beginning 
of a twelve-year coach/athlete partnership called AP Racing. We still live by the principles and ideas we 
established fourteen years ago. And, we’re still learning and evolving.
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OUR PHILOSOPHY &
TRAINING FRAMEWORK
So, how DOES Andy train? 
A major reason we started AP Racing is to share with the triathlon community the ‘secrets’ of how Andy trains 
and how everyone can translate that into success for themselves. The common questions we get asked, and 
ask ourselves are: 

What gets us from the beginning of the season to the end or even from race to race? What is the daily, weekly, 
monthly and seasonal plan? What is the big picture and what are the training details? of one of the best 
triathletes in the world. It’s all quite simple, actually. 

We pay very close attention to how Andy’s body responds to work (stimulus) and prescribe training accordingly. 
From the beginning of our partnership we looked at his training as a feedback loop. I(Mike) would gather 
information and data and begin piecing together a program that was best suited to meet his exact needs. A 
program that would elicit positive and systematic changes in his fitness while keeping him healthy and injury 
free day after day, week after week, and from one season to the next. 

We believe that every training session is an opportunity to improve and build all aspects of your athletic being. 
In other words…training with a purpose and collecting useful data. Improvement and progress is subtle and 
often misunderstood or not recognized at all. Your body provides you with cues and information everyday and 
every session that you can apply toward both your short-term and long-term training. Use of the data (your 
body’s response) provides you with a guide to your training. Every bike/run session is recorded and reviewed. 
Same with Andy’s swimming. Over the years we have learned how to maximize his training time in every aspect.
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Training Overview
Effective training starts with a philosophy that will 
lead to a well thought out plan! Our philosophy is 
derived ‘from the heart’ both literally and figuratively. 
Steady and progressive gains in your training require 
a means of measuring your body’s response to the 
prescribed workloads. The answers can be found 
by monitoring as many parameters as possible on a 
daily basis. If you can track your body’s response to 
training and quantify the results you can build a model 
that yield maximum results. Our means of measuring 
and tracking training is your HEART. 

Some of our guiding principles...

• Race goals establish initial training model. Training 
plan and implementation is based on current and 
‘real-time’ information your body is providing.

• Get to know the rhythm of your body and life. It 
will allow you to get the most out of your training. 
Everyone is different. We’ll help you maximize your 
training to get the best response from your body.

• Lay down layer after layer of training loads and 
recognizing adaptation. 

• Pay attention to the body’s response to training 
stimulus, recognizing the signs of adaptation and 
then moving to the next cycle of work and recovery. 

• Individually, learn to understand your body.

• Define who you are as an athlete…your unique 
physiology. Build a program around who you are, 
how you best respond to work, and what you want 
to achieve.

• Translate training into performance…fit all of the 
pieces of the puzzle together.

Getting Started… How We Roll
The beginning of any training block begins with an assessment of both your current level of fitness and reviewing 
your training from the previous year or block and data accumulated from your races. Are you seeing the results of 
your training in your racing? Where are you in terms of running volume and pace, bike volume and power output, 
swimming volume/pace, strength, and the amount of time you can commit to training on a daily and weekly basis? 

The next step is establishing specific race goals (running pace/bike power and speed/swim pace, etc.,). 
By establishing race goals you can begin building your training plan. 

The final step is establishing your training parameters: the amount of time you can dedicate per day/week, 
determination of training paces, HR zones, volume, etc., 
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PACE CALCULATORS- DEFINED 
SWIM: 

• PACE CALCULATORS CAN BE FOUND HERE:  http://bit.ly/2ivUpQN

• HOW TO CALCULATE:

Swim 3 x 300 at fastest sustainable pace.

RECORD Times for each and compute average 100 pace amongst 3 sets(FTS)

CALCULATE: Base Interval: FTS + 20%(round up to the ‘5’ or ‘0’

IE: FTS = :65, Base Interval = 1:18; rounded = 1:20

• SWIM PACES

Z1: FTS + 15%+

Z2: FTS + 8% 

Z3: FTS + 5%

Z4: FTS  

Z5: FTS – 5%

*INTERVAL REMAINS THE SAME FOR EVERYTHING = BASE INTERVAL
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PACE CALCULATORS- DEFINED 
BIKE:  

• PACE CALCULATORS CAN BE FOUND HERE:  http://bit.ly/2ivUpQN

• HOW TO CALCULATE:

30 minute Time Trial

Record Average HR(LTHR) and Average Power(FTPw)

• BIKE HR ZONES 

Zone 1 Less than 81% of LTHR

Zone 2 81% to 89% of LTHR

Zone 3 90% to 93% of LTHR

Zone 4 94% to 99% of LTHR

Zone 5a 100% to 102% of LTHR

Zone 5b 103% to 106% of LTHR

• BIKE HR ZONES

Zone 1 Less than 55% of FTPw

Zone 2 55% to 74% of FTPw

Zone 3 75% to 89% of FTPw

Zone 4 90% to 104% of FTPw

Zone 5 105% to 120% of FTPw

Zone 6 More than 120% of FTPw
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PACE CALCULATORS- DEFINED 
RUN: 

• PACE CALCULATORS CAN BE FOUND HERE:  http://bit.ly/2ivUpQN

• HOW TO CALCULATE:

WU for 10-15 minutes

Do a 30 minute run. 

At 10 minutes, click your lap button.

Record Average HR(LTHR) and Pace(FTP) for the 

last 20 minutes.

• RUN HR ZONES 

Zone 1 Less than 65% - 75% of LTHR

Zone 2 85% to 89% of LTHR

Zone 3 90% to 94% of LTHR

Zone 4 95% to 99% of LTHR

Zone 5a 100% to 102% of LTHR

Zone 5b 103% to 106% of LTHR

Zone 5c More than 106% of LTHR

• RUN PACE ZONES

Zone 1 Slower than 129% of FTP

Zone 2 114% to 129% of FTP

Zone 3 106% to 113% of FTP

Zone 4 99% to 105% of FTP

Zone 5a 97% to 100% of FTP

Zone 5b 90% to 96% of FTP

Zone 5c Faster than 106% of FTP
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
General Terms

• S: Swim

• B: Bike

• R: Run

• WU: Warm Up

• MS: Main Set

• CD: Cool Down

• BRICK(BR): Run right after a bike workout

• Race Pace/Effort: The pace that you can/will sustain during your goal race

• Pick-Ups: Range in duration from 1 minute to 5 minutes and are where you progressively ‘pick up’ your speed 
over the duration of that interval to various levels. Rest in between pick-ups is at your discretion.

• Cruiser/Easy Cruiser: Easy ride, run or swim that builds up to just above warm up effort

• Build: Increase your pace/intensity as a workout progresses so that you finish the workout at race pace/effort

• Tempo/Negative Split: This is a workout where you run out building to race pace(tempo) and come home 
faster then you went out. IE: Run out for 21 minutes, return in 19.

• When we indicate “30 minutes of work” at race pace/effort: This means that the ‘work’ should be 30 
minutes and does not include the rest intervals. Use discretion to vary rest intervals. As you get closer to the 
race and are training more at race pace, ideally rest intervals should be shorter and they should be longer when 
you are working above race pace.

• IM: Ironman

• 70.3: Half Ironman

• 5150/Olympic: Olympic Distance 

Swimming Terms

• WU: Warm Up

• PS: Pre-Set- this is a set that is typically before your main set. The goal of this set is to ‘prime’ your body to get 
ready for the main set. It might include some drillls and progressive efforts to build HR and intensity.

• DS: Drill Set

• KS: Warm Up

• CD: Cool Down is intended to ‘wind the body down’ after the main set. We will also use the cool down to build  
some strength and work on technique from time to time by adding in different pool toys. The main purpose is to 
finish the set, bring the HR down and re-enforce the workout

• R: Typically refers to the amount of rest you receive during a set

• W:R: Work to Rest ratio for sets. For example, if you are swimming 100’s and your wall time(time you touch the 
wall after swimming a ‘100’ is 1:30, and your work:rest ratio is 3:1, then your rest interval is :30

• Drills: Any exercise that helps focus on a specific part of your technique. We will introduce a full complement 
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• of drills throughout the year. USMS has a great site for searching for drills and articles on drills here:
http://www.usms.org/articles/

• Fins: Swim Fins

• Pads: Swim Paddles

• Pull: Swimming with either a pull buoy, paddles, band(around your ankle) or a combination of these items

• Snorkel: Swim Snorkel- Front/Freestyle Snorkel is our recommendation

• # x ### @ :33 Will refer to the # of Reps x Distance at a certain time interval

• Swim Paces: See Pace Charts, Definitions & Calculator here: 

 » https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7v9AqRm5ARsMzZtS2owZzlaOU0

Biking Terms

• Drills: Single Leg Pedaling, Progressive High Cadence Pedaling, Etc. For some cycling drill examples, go here: 
http://www.tgbtraining.com/library/BIKE/bike-drills1.htm

• Power: The amount of wattage generated when pedaling the bike; measured by a power meter

• Cadence: The number of full revolutions/pedal strokes in a minute

• Keep Pressure on the Pedals: It means to not be cruising around without purpose. A lot of AGer’s typically 
ride either really hard or really easy and their total workloads for workouts are not as ‘strong’ as they should 
be. We want to remain present and keep working throughout our workouts. This really means to keep up 
concentration and purpose. If we had to assign a zone, this is primarily a zone 2 effort where you might take 
breaks here and there. 

• #PUSH: means go hard. Keep as much pressure on the pedals as possible but make it an effort that is sustainable 
but on the border of ‘oh my, I might not finish this’, but you will.

• Ironman Pace-Effort / Half Ironman Pace-Effort, etc: This is your perceived effort for that distance event.  
The goal of this is to work on a very loose effort based on PE to see how this effort aligns with your goals, current 
fitness, etc.

• Power & HR Paces/Power/HR Zones: See Pace Charts, Definitions & Calculator here: 

 » https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7v9AqRm5ARsMzZtS2owZzlaOU0



QUESTIONS?
A N D Y @ A N D Y P O T T S R A C I N G . C O M

P A C E  C A L C U L A T O R S : http://bit.ly/2ivUpQN




